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Fence 2 - Hachiko. 

 

Hachikō’s statue, Shibuya (Tokyo) 

Since 1924, Hidesaburo Ueno, professor at the University of Tokyo, and his puppy Akita, breed of the 

ancient guardians of the Emperors, became inseparable. Every day they walked to the Shibuya train 

station located in the centre of Tokyo where the dog waited for him until his return so that they could 

walk their way back home together. This routine lasted 2 years, until Ueno died of a cerebral 

haemorrhage while he was in class.  

His wife donated Hachi to a new family, but he continued to wait for his former owner at the train 

station for 10 years. They began to publish Hachi's stories in local newspapers, and in 1934 a statue 

was erected in front of the Shibuya train station, with Hachi as the main guest at its inauguration. 

A year later, in 1935, Hachiko died at the station, and was buried next to his owner at the Aoyama 

Cemetery in Tokyo. 

This story was taken to the cinema in 1987 by the Japanese filmmaker Seijiro Kojama; the film, in 

black and white, is titled Hachiko Monogatari (The story of Hachiko). In 2009 a remake was made in 

the United States directed by Lasse Hallström under the title “Hachi: A Dog’s Tale”. 
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Fence 3 - Samurais and katanas. 

 

Ancient Japanese soldiers 

Samurais where an elite military unit which controlled the country over centuries. Basic qualities of 

these soldiers consisted in loyalty, honour, audacity… Their life was really disciplined, and they were 

always in death-risk. 

The katana, daito in Japanese was considered as the samurai’s soul. 

The first samurai armours where made out of iron sheets joined together by leather straps. 
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Fence 4 - Nihonbashi Bridge. Tokyo 

 

Nihonbashi, (literally: Japanese bridge), is the name of a business neighbourhood which belongs to 

the district of Chuō in Tokyo (Japan). IN this neighbourhood we can find the famous bridge that bears 

same name. 

It is considered as one of the most important level steps of the Tōkkaidō of the Edo period. It was the 

most important commercial point in the country as it was the starting point of five of the busiest routes 

of the time. 

The bridge has been destroyed by earthquakes and wars on several occasions. At present, the 

Nihonbashi Bridge is crossed by an elevated expressway.  

The bridge is said to have been built in 1603 under the order of Tokugawa Ieyasu. The next year, the 

starting point of Gokaido, or five major roads, was made and became the symbol of the prosperous 

city of Edo, the centre of Japan.  

The current twin arch bridge made of stone was completed in 1911. The kirin statue under the bridge 

light in the centre of the bridge depicts the prosperity of the city of Tokyo when it was made, and the 

shishi statues at the four corners depict protection. The Nihonbashi was designated as an Important 

Cultural Property of Japan. 
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Fence 5 - Japanese food. 

 

Japanese food as a cultural reflect. 

The Japanese understand gastronomy as an art. When cooking they always seek the harmony of all 

the ingredients and the presentation of these. Making sushi is a real spectacle in itself. Aesthetics 

always play an important role as they are a vital part when we are in search of this harmony. We 

begin to enjoy food through the sense of sight. 

Occasionally, on informal occasions soup and rice are eaten with some fish, shellfish and meat.  When 

we prepare meals to be carried in the typical Bento boxes, it is common to include small portions of 

different types of food separated in different compartments. 

On more formal occasions, those "rules" that we follow when: presenting our dishes, choosing the 

food and the cooking of these; become much more stringent. 

One of the best-known set of rules is to use 5 colours: green, yellow, red, white and black; 5 flavours: 

sweet, salty, sour, hot & spicy and acid; and 5 kinds of cooking: raw, cooked, steamed, grilled/griddled 

and fried. 
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Fence 6ab - Shinkyo bridge. 

 

The Nikko mausoleum. 

Nikko Bridge Shinkyo (神橋, Shinkyō) is located at the entrance before reaching the temple and 

shrines area of Nikko, surrounded by a spectacular nature. 

It belongs to the Futarasan Shrine (二荒山神社) is a beautiful and ancient shrine that can be found in 

Nikko. This bridge is listed as one of the three most beautiful bridges in Japan next to the Kintaikyo 

Bridge of Iwakuni and the Saruhashi of Yamanashi prefecture. 

The Shinkyo bridge that can be seen at present was built in the year 1636 but until 1973 was not 

open to the public. 
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Fence 7 - Himeji Castle. 

 

Himeji-jo is the finest surviving example of early 17th-century Japanese castle architecture. It is 

located in Himeji City, in the Hyogo Prefecture, an area that has been an important transportation hub 

in West Japan since ancient times. 

The castle has been designated a National Treasure and UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1993. 

The castle property, situated on a hill summit in the central part of the Harima Plain, covers 107 

hectares and comprises eighty-two buildings. It is centred on the Tenshu-gun, a complex made up of 

the donjon, keeps and connecting structures which are part of a highly developed system of defence 

and ingenious protection devices dating from the beginning of the Shogun period. The castle worked 

continuously as the centre of a feudal domain for almost three centuries, until 1868 when the Shogun 

fell, and a new national government was created. 

The principal complex of these structures is a masterpiece of construction in wood, combining function 

with aesthetic appeal. 

(Unesco) 
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Fence 8abc - Traditional Japanese Theatre. Kabuki. 

 

Kabuki (歌舞伎) Japanese traditional theatre 

Noh and Kabuki are old theatre forms that are still performed today and are part of the UNESCO 

Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. 

Kabuki is a Japanese theatrical genre, where we can see a combination of dialogue, dance and 

music. It is considered to be one of the most ancient forms of Japanese theatre and its representations 

were the only moment when different social classes mixed together. 

Nowadays nearly every single stage play is formed exclusively by men, dressed up with different, 

colourful costumes. Even though they do not wear any kind of mask, they completely transform their 

facial expression by applying keshou, a kind of make-up which is really characteristic, it is one of the 

fundamentals in this kind of theatre. Each colour has a different meaning, red is for heroes, as it 

represents vigour and passion; it might represent anger or other negative feelings associated with 

rage and fury. Indigo blue represents melancholy, whilst other like purple or black stand for arrogance 

and fear respectively. 

This make-up is made to be tremendously exaggerated, and it is even more depending on the level 

of dramatism of the character. It becomes particularly intense if associated to someone with a 

‘supernatural’ character. 
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Fence 9 - Stone bridge, Shikinaen Garden. 

 

Ryukyu islands. 

Shikinaen (識名園) was constructed in the end of the 18th century as the second residence for the 

Ryukyu kings. Its features are beautiful, relatively simple, wooden palace buildings in Okinawan style, 

red tile roofs and a spacious Japanese style landscape garden with a central pond. While the garden 

is designed in a style seen elsewhere in Japan, the architecture and flora give Shikinaen a uniquely 

Okinawan flavour 

In 2000, Shikinaen was among those which were added to the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites 

under the title Gusuku Sites and Related Properties of the Kingdom of Ryukyu. 

The garden can be viewed from a 300-metre circular path, which leads through a forested area before 

reaching the pond. Two stone bridges connect to a small islet in the middle of the water and allow 

visitors to cross from one side of the pond to the other. A small hexagonal pavilion stands on a second 

islet. Artificial hills surround the pond and give the garden more vantage points and character. 
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Fence 10 - Japanese Gong. 

 

Gong, sacred and ancestral instrument, venerated by warriors, emperors, princes and priests. 

Essential in Buddhist temples, where their notes mark the beginning and end of each day, call to the 

temple and changes in the sequences.  

It has a powerful and deep metallic sound, of very long vibrations, that encompasses a great 

resonance and sound capacity. Due to this sound depth it is used in meditation sessions, as it causes 

a state of instantaneous consciousness. 
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Fence 11ab - Kanto Matsuri. Akita Festival. 

 

The Kanto Matsuri (竿燈まつり, "pole lantern festival") is a is a Tanabata related celebration in Akita 

City, held every year from the 3rd to the 6th of August. 

From out all the different actions which take place at the Akita festival, the most fascinating one, is 

how all the participants are able to keep the Kanto (long poles made out of bamboo with a paper 

lantern on the top) in equilibrium. These poles can reach a length of 12 metres and a weight of 

approximately 50 kilograms. They can have up to 46 paper lamps with lit candles inside them. Once 

the drums, flutes and songs start to sound (“Dokkoisho”, “Dokkoisho”), each kanto is pulled up by 

only one person, which using different techniques makes it keep on equilibrium. Gradually, more 

extensions are added until the pole reaches its maximum height. 

The main event of this festival are the night-time parades where different groups participate and there 

are approximately 250 kantos. This event takes place along Chuo Dori street in Akita. 
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Fence 12 - Mount Fuji. 

 

Mount Fuji (富士山 a.k.a. Fujisan) 

We can find it looking west from Tokyo, located between Yamanashi and Shizuoka. 

It is an active volcano with a height of 3.776 metres, included in the list of Patrimony of Humanity, but 

above all, it is the most emblematic mountain of all of Japan. 

It is considered as one of the Three Sacred Mountains in Japan, which are known as Sanreizan (三

霊山) which are tremendously popular. Under this record, we find that only Mount Fuji receives over 

300.000 annual visits. 
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Fence 13 - Sakura. 

 

The cherry tree flower is seen as a metaphor of life, which is considered to be beautiful but at the 

same ephemeral. This is why it is so admired. 

Cherry trees (Sakura Zensen) start blooming during March, the flowering front (Kaika Zensen) moves 

from Okinawa towards the north of the country, ending with the flowering of the cherry trees up in 

Hokkaidō during the month of May. 

Japan’s Meteorology Office annually predict the pattern the flowering front will follow so that 

everybody is able to search and find which will be the optimal locations to watch the flowering of the 

cherry trees. This is actually really important, as the cherry tree flower only lasts for one week, 

something that matches really well with the traditional Japanese spirit and ideology based upon the 

shortness and continuous movement of life. 
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Fence 14 - Mascot of the Tokyo 2020 Olympics. 

 

Japanese illustrator Ryo Taniguchi. 

Manga and gamer references are seen, in representation of the Japanese contemporary visual 

culture and with a character design inspired by the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games’ Logo.  

The pair of futuristic characters combine tradition and innovation.  

The name of the Olympics mascot, Miraitowa, fuses the Japanese words for future and eternity. 

Someity, the Paralympics mascot, is derived from Somei-yoshino, a type of cherry blossom, cherry 

blossom variety "Someiyoshino" and is a play on words with the English phrase “So mighty”.  

The two mascot designs were selected by elementary schoolchildren across Japan, Tokyo 2020 

organizing committee president Yoshiro Mori said at the ceremony:  

"These mascots are your friends," you have helped to pick them, and across the country five million 

children helped to pick this. And the name is also something we have picked together. So, this 

Olympics belongs to everyone." 

 

 
 

 

 


